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Abstract. The low-velocity stopping power of ions in a magnetized collisional plasma is studied through
the linear response theory. The collisions are taken into account through a number-conserving relaxation
time approximation. One of the major objectives of this study is to compare and contrast our theoretical
results with those obtained through a diffusion coefficient formulation based on Dufty-Berkovsky relation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The energy loss of ion beams in magnetized plasmas are important in many areas of physics such
as transport and the magnetized target fusions [1], or inertial confinement fusion. The latter presently
advocates a highly regarded fast ignition scenario [2], based on femtolaser produced ion beams
impinging a precompressed capsule containing a thermonuclear fuel in it. These interaction geometries
highlight low ion velocity slowing down (LIVSD) as playing a fundamental role in asserting the
confining capabilities and thermonuclear burn efficiency in dense and strongly magnetized media.
In this paper we report on a theoretical study of energy loss of a low-velocity ion in a magnetized
plasma through the linear response (LR) approach which conserves particle number. Since the early
1960s, a number of theoretical calculations of the stopping power within LR treatment in a magnetized
plasma have been presented (a book [3] summarizes research in this area over the past five decades).
In this approach the central quantity which determines the stopping characteristics of a medium is
the dielectric function (DF). Our first objective is to derive the DF in a number-conserving manner
using the Bhatnagar-Krook-Gross (BGK) approach for a collisional and magnetized classical plasma
and using this DF to calculate the energy loss of an ion. A second objective of our study is to contrast
our theoretical results with those obtained in Ref. [4] employing the Dufty-Berkovsky (DB) relation [5].
2. LINEAR RESPONSE FORMULATION
Within the LR the electron plasma is described by the distribution function f (r, v, t) which is determined
by the kinetic and Poisson equations. Usually only a mean-field interaction between the electrons
is considered and hard collisions are neglected. This is valid for weakly coupled plasmas when
4n0 3 = 1/  1. Here  is the plasma parameter, n0 and  are the equilibrium density and the Debye
length of electrons, respectively.
We consider a nonrelativistic projectile ion with charge Ze and with a velocity v, which moves in a
magnetized collisional and classical plasma at an angle ϑ with respect to the constant magnetic field B.
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We ignore any role of the electron spin or magnetic moment due to the nonrelativistic motion of the ion
and the plasma electrons. The effect of collisions on the dielectric properties of the plasma is included,
in a number-conserving approximation, through a relaxation time  = 1/, where  is the collision
frequency [6]. Thus we consider the kinetic equation of the collisional plasma within relaxation-time
approximation (RTA) in which the collision term is of the BGK-type [6],
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the collision frequency  is a measure of damping of excitations in the plasma, and n(r, t) =

f (r, v, t)dv, n0 = f0 (v)dv. Here n(r, t) and f0 (v) are the density and the equilibrium distribution
function of the electrons. It is easy to see that this form of collision term conserves the total number of
particles. E = −∇ is a self-consistent electric field, and B is treated as an external magnetic field.
For a small perturbations we assume f = f0 + f1 . We solve the system of the linearized kinetic and
Poisson equations by space-time Fourier transforms. The general solution of these equations has been
obtained in Ref. [7]. In particular, assuming unperturbed Maxwell distribution function we obtain
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where  is the electrostatic potential, 0 is the density of the external charge and M (k, , ) is the
collision-inclusive DF of the magnetized plasma with (k, , ) = 1 + (k)−2 Q(k, , ) and

Q(k, , ) = 1 + (is − )
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where s = /kve , = /kve , and X(t) = (t 2 /2)(k2 /k 2 ) + k⊥
ae [1 − cos(t/kae )]. Here ae = ve /c ,
c = eB/mc and ve is the thermal velocity of the electrons. k and k⊥ denote the components of k
parallel or perpendicular to B, respectively. Note that Eq. (3) formally coincides with the Mermin DF
[8] derived for a degenerate electron gas (DEG) without magnetic field. In contrast to the collisionless
DF, Eq. (3) leads to the Drude behavior as well as the broadening of the energy loss function (ELF) at
long wavelengths (k → 0) due to the damping compared to the ELF with vanishing damping [7].

3. LOW-VELOCITY STOPPING POWER
In this section we consider the stopping power (SP) of a low-velocity ion moving in a magnetized
collisional plasma for an arbitrary angle ϑ with respect to B. The SP S of an ion is defined as the energy
loss of the ion in a unit length due to interaction with a plasma. From Eq. (2) it is straightforward to
calculate the electric field E = −∇ and the stopping force acting on the ion. Then, the SP of the ion
−1
] at  = k · v [3]. For the friction coefficient we have to consider S in
is expressed by the ELF Im[M
a low-velocity limit writing the Taylor expansion of Eq.
√ (3) for small  = k · v. Thus we obtain usual
(linear with respect to v) friction law S(ϑ)  (2Z 2 e2 / 22 )(v/ve )R(ϑ),
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Figure 1. a) and b): The friction coefficient R(ϑ) vs c /p (a) and /p (b) for = 15, /p = 0.02 (a), c = p
(b). The lines with symbols corresponds to the angular averaged R(ϑ) . c) and d): Proton LIVSD in a plasma
with n0 = 1017 cm−3 , T = 1 eV vs c /p . The symbols in c) and d) represent parallel and transverse LIVSD,
respectively. The solid lines were obtained from Eq. (5).

√
with Q(t) = 2tϒ(t). Here R(ϑ) is the dimensionless friction coefficient (FC), = 1/|Z|  1,
ν = /p , = c /p , p is the plasma frequency. ϒ 2 (t) = 1 − [sin( t)/ t]2 , 1 (x) = x −2 (x),
√
2
2 (x) = 2 erf(x) − 1 (x), and (x) = erf(x) − (2/ )xe−x , where erf(z) is the error function. At
B → 0 the FC R0 (ϑ) is isotropic. In addition at ν → 0, we recover the usual low-velocity SP in
an unmagnetized collisionless plasma with the FC R0 (ϑ) = (1/6)U ( ) with U ( )  2 ln − 1 at
 1 [3]. At → ∞, the plasma becomes highly anisotropic. Then the FC at 
p becomes
1
sin2 ϑ
R∞ (ϑ) =
4
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where C = 0.5772 is the Euler’s constant, and at  1 (weak ion-plasma coupling) the function
U1 ( ) is approximated by U1 ( )  ln2 − 2 /12 . It is seen that the first term in Eq. (6) diverges
logarithmically at vanishing . It can be shown that the general expression (5) for the FC derived for
finite magnetic field behaves similarly. This is a consequence due to the magnetic field since R0 (ϑ)
remains finite as  → 0. The divergent term in Eq. (6) vanishes, however, when the ion moves along the
magnetic field (ϑ = 0). Then the friction coefficient is given by the last term of Eq. (6).
It has been shown by DB [5] that the low-velocity SP of an ion is related to the diffusion coefficient
(DC) D through S(v)/v|v→0 = kB T /D. As in Ref. [4] we consider D to the self-DC in a magnetized
classical one-component plasma (OCP). From Eq. (5) we can relate R(ϑ) to the DC through the DB
relation. At vanishing damping ( → 0), it can be shown that the parallel (to B) DC D obtained from
Eq. (5) and for ϑ = 0 coincides with the result of Ref. [9], where a kinetic equation method has been
used. In particular, at  → 0, it is found that R0 (0)/R∞ (0) = D∞, /D0, = 2/3 in agreement with
Ref. [9]. Here D∞, and D0, are the parallel self-DC at B → ∞ and B → 0, respectively. However
at finite  and for ϑ = 0 the simple relation cited above is not obeyed in general, due to damping.
Fig. 1a,b shows R(ϑ) given by Eq. (5), vs c /p or /p . It is seen that the low-velocity SP
increases with ϑ and B. Also the friction coefficient decreases with . It is opposite to the behavior found
for an unmagnetized DEG [10]. A decrease of R(ϑ) with  in the present case of a classical plasma is
not attributable to the applied magnetic field because the field-free FC R0 (ϑ) shows a similar behavior.
In a DEG an enhancement of the low-velocity SP with  is a quantum effect which is absent in our
present study. For a DEG the domain of plasmon excitations is shifted towards smaller ion velocities
[10] which increases the SP in this velocity regime. But in the present case the domain of collective
excitations is shifted towards higher velocities and the friction coefficient decreases with .
The FC (6) may be compared with Ref. [3] where the friction coefficient in the collisionless plasma
contains an anomalous term ln(ve /v) vanishing at ϑ = 0. The physical origin of such an anomalous FC
may be traced to the spiral motion of the electrons along B. These electrons naturally tend to couple
strongly with long-wavelength (small k ) and low-frequency (small  = k · v) fluctuations along B
provided by a slow projectile ion. Thus the contact time or the rate of energy exchange between the
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electrons and the fluctuations will be enhanced. At vanishing damping and in the limit of v → 0, the
frequency  = k · v → 0 tends to zero as well. The contact time ∼ −1 thus becomes infinite and
the friction coefficient diverges. The collisions of the plasma particles play a stabilizing role since the
fluctuations provided by the slow ion are damped. Thus at v → 0 the contact time is finite and is given
by ∼ −1 . As a result Eq. (6) does not contain a term like ln(ve /v) but behaves as ln(1/) at  → 0.

4. KINETIC VERSUS HYDRODYNAMIC APPROACH
We are looking for some contacts between our LR (kinetic) formulation and the previous hydrodynamic
mode-coupling treatments based on the self-DC which is established via DB relation. In order to
document the LIVSD highlighted by the DB relation, we first consider B = 0 limit through the small

1 plasma parameter approximation for the self-DC [11]. Employing Eq. (5) and the DB relation
one concludes that at  = 0 the self-DC obtained from these√formulas coincides with [11] if Z 2 in
S is
where P (Z) = (Z + 1/ 2)P1 (Z)/P2 (Z) with P1 (Z) = 32Z 2 +
√ replaced by the quantity2 P (Z), √
75 2Z + 50, P2 (Z) = 104Z + 111 2Z + 59. For a proton (Z = 1) this factor is P (1) = 1.003 and
the agreement between both approaches is perfect. The factor P (Z) accounts for the nonlinear coupling
between an incoming ion and the surrounding plasma. However for highly charged ions (Z  1) this
factor increases linearly with Z, P (Z) ∼ Z, while more rigorous treatment shows that at strong ionplasma coupling the energy loss of an ion scales with Z approximately like Z 1.5 [3].
Next, consider the case of a magnetized and collisional plasma. For simplicity, we consider electronproton plasma and a proton as a projectile particle. Exploring the moderately magnetized domain
√ c 
p , one can elicit the field-free parallel and B-dependent transverse diffusions [12], D0, = 3 vp2 /c ,
√
D0,⊥ = rL2 c /3 , where vp2 = kB T /mp , mp is the proton mass, and c = p  ln(1/) is the collision
frequency, rL = vp /c . The transverse DC D0,⊥ corresponds to a classical region, where D0,⊥ ∼
B −2 , and is valid for c < c < 0.4p Y () with Y () = [ 2 ln(1/)]−1/2 [12]. At stronger magnetic
field, c /p > 4Y (), one reaches the transverse hydro-Bohm regime with D⊥ ∼ B −1 featuring
D⊥ = D0,⊥ + (vp2 /2c ) 2 [ln(1/)]3/2 . For the intermediate plateau regime with D⊥ ∼ B 0 between
transverse DC given above, the diffusion coefficient valid at 0.4Y () < c /p < Y () corresponds to

= D0,⊥ [1 + (0.6c /p ) 2 ] with = c /p [12]. It is also important to stress that the quantitative
D⊥
predictions of the mode-coupling theory developed in Ref. [12] are strongly dependent on the values
of the hydrodynamic cutoffs, which, in contrast to the kinetic theory, are introduced linearly. A reliable
estimate of the magnetic field and plasma parameter dependence of the cutoffs have been obtained, but
the numerical coefficients in the resulting DCs are not precisely known.
The friction coefficients S(v)/v (at v → 0) calculated with the help of the DB relation are shown
in Fig. 1c, d. It is seen that there are no fundamental contradictions between kinetic and hydrodynamic
approaches for the parallel case. Assuming a vanishing
√ damping and magnetic field the ratio of the
low-velocity SPs of both approaches is S,kin /S,hyd  2. But
√ the numerical coefficients in the DCs are
not precisely known. Thus including the numerical factor 2 into denominator of D0, the agreement
between both approaches becomes complete. An apparently large discrepancy is documented for the
1 and varies between 2   4 depending
transverse situation where S⊥,kin /S⊥,hyd ∼ [ ln(1/)]
on B. The kinetic regime seems to be restricted to 0.08 = c /p < c /p < 0.4Y () = 10.1 [12].
The discrepancy in the orthogonal case might be due to a different treatment of cutoffs in kinetic and
hydrodynamic theories, i.e logarithmic vs linear. Actually the different hydro modes are normalized to
distinct cutoffs. Upper hybrid ones are normalized to 1/ae while low frequency modes are normalized
to c /ve . On the other hand at c  p , the only reasonable transverse cutoff should be 1/ae which, for
instance, in the kinetic treatment is included as ln(1/ae ). The basic physics involved in this orthogonal
geometry pertains to kinetic theory when we rely on a collisional time while in the B → ∞ limit leading
to hydrodynamics, we incorporate the Larmor rotation of the charged particles, as well.
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